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Red had grown, she understood what happened, why he always mentioned those words although she couldn't stand watching and
being overwhelmed by the old memories all the time 5d3b920ae0
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It's not really much of a game. It ends pretty abrupty about a minute in. I was sick of it after 3 endings.. i would rather buy a
chocolate bar than buying this game.. I don't think I got all the endings, but so far, I really don't like this game. Pros: Pretty good
graphics. In making any types of animations, small details can make the game great. That small eye movements, the small
giggles was added nicely. Cons: Short, not fun. Wasn't what I expected. I thought it was going to be longer, like lying or telling
the truth to people in cities/towns to get to the bottom of the mystery or something. Wasn't worth the price, despite it only being
$2.69.. Got it on sale, but returned it. I was able to get 100% achievements in that time as well.there were some concepts I
actually enjoyed, such as getting a .txt file in the game's directory for each ending you unlocked. It was a neat touch, but ended
up being just confusing, and one file didn't even have anything written in it. While I kinda liked the story, it was too short and
never really explained anything until the very end, and then just makes you out to be, well, the crazy bad guy. I hope the
developer continues to make games, and improves on the ideas here, but as it sits, it's just an on the rails 'make a choice' dialog
game that is too short to justify the price.. Even though it's a short one, I liked this game. The story is not very deep, but going
through it very often (which you can do in a very short amount of time) allows you to appreciate it. The soundtrack is good.. I
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really wished i read everyone elses reviews before i played this game. It was overwhelmingly short and not interesting at all.
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